Parallel applications continue to suffer more from I/O latency as the rate of increase in computing power grows faster than that of memory and storage access performance. I/O prefetching is an effective solution to hide the latency, yet existing I/O prefetching techniques are conservative and their effectiveness is limited. A preexecution prefetching approach, whereby a thread dedicated to read operations is executed ahead of main thread in order to hide I/O latency, has been put forward to solve this "I/O wall" problem in a recent work. We first identify the limitation of applying the existing preexecution prefetching approach due to read after write (RAW) dependency, and then propose a method to overcome this limitation by assigning a thread for each dependent read operation. Preliminary experiments, including one from Hill encryption as a real-life application, verify the benefits of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Parallel applications benefit considerably from the rapid advance of processor architectures and the available massive computational capability, but their performance suffers from large latency of I/O accesses [1] . The poor I/O performance has been attributed as a critical cause of the low sustained performance of parallel systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . While the computational power of supercomputers keeps increasing rapidly with every generation, the same is not true for their I/O subsystems, and the data access rates of storage devices have not kept pace with the exponential growth in microprocessor performance [22] . This is called I/O wall problem. I/O wall problem has become a critical issue that limits the performance of parallel applications. Although disk-level parallelism and file-system level parallelism (i.e., parallel file systems such as Lustre file system [6] , PVFS [7] and GPFS [8] ) are able to highly increase the I/O throughput, they are not capable of reducing the I/O latency effectively, especially in the case of a large number of isolated or small accesses [19] .
Studies [9] [10] [11] [12] showed that many parallel I/O accesses are small, non-contiguous and irregular.
Although quite much work has been conducted and several strategies, such as collective I/O and data sieving [10] [ 13] , have been proposed and used to combine small I/O requests into large ones, many small I/O requests cannot be eliminated due to the inherent nature of the applications [19] . Studies [10] [25] used I/O prefetching to hide I/O latency. However, these traditional prefetching strategies are conservative [19] . Furthermore, the compiler based prefetching cannot deal well with the irregular applications [21] , and many parallel applications are irregular.
Considering that computing power is plenty and data access is the bottleneck, the traditional concerns with prefetching strategies have been remedied well by new technologies. Literature [19] proposed a pre-execution prefetching approach to improve the I/O access performance of parallel applications. This approach explores parallel I/O concurrency further in addition to existing approaches within MPI-IO, file system, and disk levels. It avoids the limitation of traditional predictionbased prefetching approaches that must rely on perceivable patterns among I/O accesses, and is applicable for many kinds of applications, including those with unknown access patterns and random accesses [19] . However, when encountering the read after write (RAW) dependency which is common in real applications [27] [28] , this preexecution prefetching approach has to stall the prefetching thread until the main thread finishes the corresponding writing. Pre-execution prefetching thread stalling will inevitably decrease the prefetching efficiency.
Our work is based on [19] , and considering the limitation suffered by this existing pre-execution prefetching approach, we propose a parallel pre-execution prefetching technique. Our new approach overcomes this limitation by assigning a new thread for each dependent read operation. Thus, it never stalls the execution of the pre-execution prefetching thread as long as there is available cache in order to maximize the degree of the computation and I/O concurrency. Furthermore, it does not affect the correct behavior of the main computation thread.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the existing pre-execution I/O prefetching framework. Section 3 proposes a parallel pre-execution prefetching (PPP) approach. Section 4 gives the optimal performance analysis. Section 5 presents the preliminary experiments and results. We conclude our discussions in Section 6. [19] proposed a pre-execution prefetching approach. The basic idea of pre-execution I/O prefetching is to preexecute a portion of code on each process to identify future I/O references, then, fetch the data closer to CPU in advance. The goal is to overlap the computation and I/O access. The speculative execution deals only with I/O related operations and the computations that are critical to the I/O access address. Figure 1 shows the framework of the existing preexecution parallel I/O prefetching. The pre-execution is conducted via a pre-execution thread (PT) for each parallel process. Each original process transforms into a main thread (MT). The prefetching thread deals with only I/O related operations of the original process and is attached to each main thread to prefetch data in advance. The original parallel application source code is transformed either by a source-to-source pre-compiler or by the programmer's intervention. The prefetching thread runs ahead of the main thread because it only deals with I/O related computation, so it can produce effective prefetches for the main thread. The prefetching thread is also supported by an underlying prefetch function call library and a caching library. The regular MPI-IO library is updated to take advantages of the prefetched data residing in the buffer cache [19] .
Pre-Execution I/O Prefetching
As Figure 1 indicates, the prefetching thread communicates with the prefetching library, speculates future requests, and fetches data into buffer cache through the caching library. The computation thread is then able to access the cached data via the updated MPI-IO library and mask the process stall time [19] . The caching library and the regular MPI-IO library talk to the underlying file system and perform actual data transfer [19] .
Parallel Pre-Execution Prefetching
Within a single process the pre-execution I/O prefetching thread runs a portion of code ahead of the main thread to prefetch data into the cache. Some pre-execution thread I/O operations rely on previous I/O operations from the main thread. If this issue is not resolved in an appropriate approach, the sequential semantics guaranteed by MPI-IO may be interrupted [19] .
Only writes can conflict with other I/O operations. Accordingly, the simplest solution to preserve the correct dependency and consistency among I/O calls and not disturb the main thread I/O behavior is to convert write operations as synchronization points when generating the pre-execution thread [19] . Apparently, this approach limits the degree of prefetching to explore the computation and I/O concurrency for the reason that not all writes need to be immediately visible to the process. Therefore, it is possible to speculatively perform prefetching for the future reads that are not conflicting with prior writes [19] .
When dealing with this issue the existing preexecution prefetching approach in [19] adopts a delayed synchronization (DS) approach. Concretely, this approach allows the pre-execution I/O prefetching thread to record the write byte ranges when it encounters a write and to continue to run ahead with no need to synchronize with the main thread [19] . This byte range is named as dirty range and indicates the scope of data that is supposed to be written by the main thread with new data. As long as the future reads do not need to access this data scope, it is safe to allow the pre-execution prefetching thread to run ahead and page in required data [19] . When the pre-execution prefetching thread encounters a read, it will always perform a boundary check with the current dirty range. If the read region overlaps with or falls into the dirty range, they perform a delayed synchronization to wait for the data to be written by the main thread [19] . With delayed synchronization, the pre-execution I/O prefetching approach in [19] reduces the execution time up to 37.92% when testing benchmarks on NFS [19] . However, this approach does not solve the dependency issue essentially. The existing pre-execution prefetching approach still have to stall the pre-execution thread to wait for the main thread to finish the corresponding writing behavior in the case that the read region overlaps with or falls into the dirty range, which limits the degree of computation and I/O concurrency and affect the efficiency of prefetching. As shown in Figure 2 , the main thread may write a small file A first and read file A again after a very short computation and then read a very large file B immediately. In this case when the prefetching thread encounters the read file A function it has to wait until the main thread finishes writing file A. When the main thread finishes writing file A the pre-execution thread continues to run ahead. After finishing fetching file A which only takes a short time the pre-execution thread immediately encounters a read file B, after boundary checking if there is no necessary to synchronize then the pre-execution thread will start to prefetch file B. However, the main thread has already been so close to the pre-execution thread that the pre-execution thread will fail to prefetch file B early enough before the main thread accesses file B.
To address this issue, we propose a parallel preexecution prefetching (PPP) approach. The main idea is that when necessary to wait for a write operation to be finished by the main thread, the pre-execution prefetching thread creates a waiting thread (WT). The pre-execution prefetching thread itself skips current dependent read operation and keeps running ahead to prefetch future reference files. The waiting thread controls the dependent read file prefetching. Concretely, the waiting thread waits for the main thread to complete write operation to prefetch the corresponding file or data block. After the waiting thread finishes the prefetching it will be terminated. Figure  3 shows how PPP would behave on the same workload in which prefeching thread would be blocked by write file operation in the approach of [19] as shown in Figure 2 . Essentially, the waiting thread is also a pre-execution prefetching thread for the reason that it runs ahead of the PPP avoids the prefetching thread stalling when it encounters the read after write (RAW) dependency, so it accelerates the pre-execution prefetching approach put forward by literature [19] and maximizes the degree of the computation and I/O concurrency. Figure 4 shows the case that multiple waiting threads are created, and it demonstrates that PPP is a more aggressive file prefetching approach. For some applications it is quite possible that the pre-execution prefetching thread runs ahead of the main thread too far that the size of data to be prefetched could exceed the available size of the cache buffer. To address this issue we force the prefetching thread to stall when there is no available cache and we assign high cache priority to nearer future reference files.
In actual code, implementation of the waiting thread does not need to keep on checking the status of the main thread writing, which will cost much CPU time. We can simply suspend the waiting thread, and when the main thread finishes the corresponding writing, a wakeup signal will be sent to the waiting thread. The waiting behavior of the prefetching thread for PPP is equivalent of DS [19] . Thus, cost introduced by PPP, regardless of additional thread creation, is negligible. Also, both Chen's work [19] and this paper assume that computing power is plenty but data access is the bottleneck, and the goal of both these work is to trade the excessive computing power with dataaccess speed, so even if some more cost is acceptable in this research.
The behavior of the prefetching threads does not affect the correctness of the main thread. Thus, the main thread with and without prefetching thread will logically behave identically. Even if prefetching thread crashes, the only consequence is that the program merely loses the opportunity to fetch data in advance, and proceeds with normal read operation from the disk.
Optimality Analysis
Optimal execution time reduction can be achieved by PPP over DS in the program pattern shown in Figure 5 . In this program pattern the extra computation and I/O concurrency that can be gained by PPP over DS is the concurrence of the computation and the independent file read. In a program, a portion that can be processed in parallel can be called as improvable fraction. To the program pattern shown in Figure 5 the improvable fraction is the computation and independent file read, and the portion that cannot be improved is the dependent file write and read. Thread waiting time Figure 6 , using notations in Table 1 , shows the life cycle of process that works on the program shown in Figure 5 with no prefetching used. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the main life cycle of each thread in DS and PPP respectively. First, as mentioned in former section the waiting behavior of the prefetching thread in DS and the waiting thread in PPP does not consume CPU time. Second, compared with large workload of HPC parallel applications the cost introduced by managing the extra thread in this simple program pattern is negligible. Last, IO transmission does not occupy CPU, therefore, there is no computing resource competition between computing and I/O transmission. So, in DS and PPP the execution time of process, the computation, and I/O accesses almost stay the same with the situation that no prefetching is used. In this program pattern, DS approach cannot achieve effective prefetching because the pre-execution thread has to wait when it encounters the dependent file read until main thread finishes writing. However, when the main thread finishes writing, it immediately reaches the file read function, and there is no time for the pre-execution thread to prefetch the file early enough. Thus, the prefetch thread gives up prefetching the files, and in this program pattern, the execution time for DS approach is: In PPP approach the pre-execution thread never stalls, when encountering dependent file read it creates a WT, which waits for the main thread finishing the corresponding writing and prefetches the dependent file later. The pre-execution thread itself keeps on running ahead and detects future file references. So when dealing with the program pattern in Figure 5 the independent file read and computation can be processed in parallel. We use T parallel to denote the time used to process the computation and independent file read in parallel. So the execution time of this program pattern in PPP approach is:
The speedup gained from PPP compared to DS is:
According to Amdahl's law, if the ratio of the portion that cannot be improved of a program is smaller, the speedup will be larger. So, assuming the operating time of file write and dependent file read is close to 0, namely,
In this case
We ignore the extra cost introduced by creating new thread and managing more threads. Thus,
The maximal value of the ratio above can be achieved when
Namely, compared with DS up to nearly 50% execution time reduction can be achieved by PPP in the optimal case.
Experiment

Design
Our experiments were conducted on a 66-node 528 processors Linux-based cluster. This cluster is composed of one frontend node which runs torque resource manager and moab scheduler, one login no6de and 64 compute nodes. Each compute node has 16 GB of RAM and 2 CPU sockets, each with quad core Intel Xeon 2.66GHz CPU .
We first tested the IOR benchmark [26], Since IOR benchmark was developed only for I/O performance test of parallel file systems it has no computing process component. Thus, we extended the IOR benchmark with computation so as to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. We conducted three experiments on Lustre file system. In Experiment #1, we described the updated IOR benchmark named UIOR and validated the optimality analysis in section 4. In Experiment #2 and #3, we modified the UIOR benchmark to evaluate the performance of PPP with random I/O accesses. To further verify the benefit of PPP on real application, we explored the Hill encryption and conducted Experiment #4 on both Lustre file system and NFS.
Experiment #1: Validation of Optimality Analysis
We extended the IOR benchmark to become the UIOR benchmark which is mainly composed of two portions: Computing and I/O access. In the computing portion we doubled all items of a matrix (called as computing matrix in the following sections) for three times. In the I/O access portion we first wrote file A (with size of 1024 bytes), read file A, then read file B. We conducted three subexperiments with file B set as 4K by 4K (64MB), 8K by 8K (256MB), 16K by 16K (1024MB) integer matrix, respectively. Compared with file B the size of file A was so small that we could count the time of reading file B as the I/O time of UIOR.
Experiment #2: Random I/O Location
We modified UIOR to study the situation with random I/O access location. First we extended file A and file B to be composed of a 16K by 16K integer matrix respectively. And then we modified the UIOR to manipulate random I/O location as shown in Figure 9 . We conducted three sub-experiments with the computing matrix size set as 4K by 4K, 8K by 8K, and 16K by 16K, respectively.
Double all items of the computing N x N matrix for three times 2. MPI_File_Write (file A, size N x N, initial_position random()) 3. MPI_File_read (file A, size N x N, initial_position random(), destination Buff) 4. MPI_File_read (file B, size N x N, initial_position random(),
destination Buff) Figure 9 . Pseudocode of Experiment #2
Experiment #3: Random I/O Location and Random I/O Size
We modified UIOR such that both the I/O access location and the I/O access size are random as showed in Figure 10 . The size of file A and file B is set as the same as the computing matrix. We also conducted three subexperiments with the computing matrix size set as 4K by 4K, 8K by 8K, and 16K by 16K, respectively.
Double all items of the computing NxN matrix for three times 2. MPI_File_Write (file A, size random(), initial_position random()) 3. MPI_File_read (file A, size random(), initial_position random(), destination Buff) 4. MPI_File_read (file B, size random(), initial_position random(),
destination Buff) Figure 10 . Pseudocode of Experiment #3
With direct programmer`s intervention, we converted UIOR to pre-execution code. We adopted dependence resolving approaches for DS and PPP, respectively and compared the results of these two approaches. Each reported result is the average of at least three runs.
Experiment #4: Hill Encryption
Hill encryption is a real application to encrypt data with Hill cipher in which the key is a matrix. To enhance the security of Hill Cipher against known plaintext attack the key matrix should be recreated with a high frequency [27] . In this experiment we set the matrix size as 100 by 100 and recreated it after encrypting each file. We encrypted three files one by one which are composed of matrix with size 4K by 4K, 8K by 8K and16K by 16K respectively. We evaluated the execution time of the whole Hill encryption process and the I/O latency. The tests were conducted on both NFS and Lustre file systems.
Results
Experiment #1
Figure 11, 12 and 13 show the results run by single process. Figure 11 shows the execution time of UIOR with the computing matrix size set as 2K by 2K, 4K by 4K, 8K by 8K, 16K by 16K, 32K by 32K, and 64K by 64K, respectively. In Figure 12 the three red bars show the execution time for reading 64MB, 256MB, and 1024MB data from file B, respectively. The blue bars show the execution time of computation with different computing matrix size. Figure 13 shows the execution time reductions by PPP over DS.
From Figure 12 , we can see that the I/O time is very close to the computing time when the values of read size and computing matrix size are 64, 256 and 1024, respectively. With the computing time is approaching to the I/O time more proportion of UIOR can be parallelized, and then more execution time reduction can be achieved. That is why the reductions are distributed as shown in Figure 13 . In the ideal point that the computing time is equal to the I/O time, the computing and I/O access can be completely processed in parallel and the maximal reduction will be achieved. Figure 14 shows the execution time of UIOR with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 processes, respectively. For simplicity and In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of PPP to hide the I/O latency, Figure 19 and 20 shows the I/O latency reduction by PPP compared to DS. From the results we can see, on both Lustre file system and NFS, high I/O latency reduction was achieved. The I/O latency reduction was up to 82.0%, and the average reduction was 56.3% on Lustre file system. When tested on NFS the I/O latency reduction was up to 94.2%, and the average reduction was 45.1%. The I/O latency reduction decreased as the process size became close to 64. The reason is that with process size approaching to 64, the I/O operations dominate the total execution time, thus the portion that can be hidden by computation is limited. 
Conclusion
Parallel applications significantly suffer more and more from I/O latency as the rate of HPC computing power grows faster than that of memory and storage access. In this study, we enhanced an existing pre-execution prefetching strategy to further hide disk access delay. The main contribution of this study is that we put forward the parallel pre-execution prefetching (PPP) concept, which is the first work to the best of our knowledge in this field to hide the I/O latency. In PPP multiple pre-execution prefetching threads run in parallel synchronously, and the main pre-execution prefetching thread keeps running all through its lifecycle without any stall as long as there is available cache. This approach maximizes the degree of prefetching to explore the computation and I/O concurrency. The preliminary evaluation results, including one from Hill encryption as a real-life application, have verified that the proposed approach is beneficial and has more potential to hide I/O access delay than existing approach, and further reduces the parallel applications execution time for sustained performance improvement.
